Decoration Day in Midst of VA Scandal

Today on Memorial Day, previously called Decoration Day, we remember those who died while serving in the U.S. military. Today, many will visit the graves of fallen soldiers. Some will mark the graves with an American flag. These are the men and women who gave their lives in the fight for freedom.

Meanwhile, the VA scandal over secret waiting lists that let 40 veterans die has expanded to 26 VA facilities. Obama may claim anger, but his transition team was told about three audits showing high wait times – and never did a thing. It’s time to let Veterans seek care in the private market. It’s time to repeal Obamacare and the waiting lists it will create for the rest of us.


“Obama transition team was told about 3 audits showing VA misreported wait times,” Jim McElhatton, The Washington Times, May 21, 2014.